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Prometheus Doc-Console

Straightforward transferring: Helps you manage your 
projects easily. Once completed in the field, inspection 
packages, including check sheets and as-built drawings are 
seamlessly rolled up into electronic turnover dossiers for 
handover.   

Manage key details: Allows you to drill down into detailed 
drawings such as isometrics to continue to markup 
boundaries, add materials, and create notes.  

Work electronically: Enables you to check drawings from 
your own document server or verify design reliability and 
rollout scope to the worksite digitally and effortlessly.     

Electronic verification: Helps you view highlighted 
anomalies to correct as needed. 

Advantages

Key Capabilities

Doc-Console integrates with your document management system (DMS) to allow you to load design drawings and add 
additional construction/commissioning data such as sub-system scoping and test packaging data. The system also 
scrapes documents for tag data and highlights differences in drawing versions.  

Provides ease of use to all stakeholders of the project, including information managers as well as your construction and 
commissioning site teams.  

Utilize Doc-Console to markup drawings, compare documents, verify tags, and incorporate changes. Use built-in 
revisioning to seamlessly manage complex scope, such as sub-systemization or piping test packaging.  

Find out more on how Prometheus Doc-Console improves your project’s 
quality, safety, and efficiency. LEARN MORE

Add-On for Prometheus Co-Console

Highlight Differences
Helps you analyze differences 
between drawing versions to 
save you even more time.  

Change Management
Allows you to view highlighted 
differences between designs 
and update subsystems and 
piping test packages. 

Digitalizes Drawings
Takes your drawings and 
designs and rolls them out to 
the construction sites for easy 
visibility. 

DMS Integration 
Enables you to transfer and import 
documents from your own document 
management system (DMS) and turn 
them into PDFs, whether they’re 
created in-house or externally. 

Improved Tagging
Increases the quality of tag data, 
verified tagging specifications, and 
the ability to incorporate changes, 
resulting in a reliable digital 
information set. 


